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RESULTS OF THE 1997 WARRANT
Moderator, Alistair D. MacBain, declared the polls open at 9:00 a.m. at the Town Building on
the 11th day of March, 1997. It was moved by Ann Sykes and seconded by Twyla Skeels to
proceed to vote on Articles 1 through 8 and delay the reading and action of the other Articles in
the Warrant until the business meeting on Saturday, March 15, 1997. The motion carried. At
6:00 p.m. the Moderator declared the polls closed and the ballots were counted.
Moderator MacBain called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. at the Bethlehem Elementary
School Auditorium. He explained where the fire exits were, instructed nonvoters to go to the
balcony, mentioned the bake sale to benefit the Easter Egg Hunt.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Total Votes Cast - 740
Raymond Bushway, Selectman - 413 votes, elected
Joel Goodell, Selectman - 44 votes, not elected
George Manupelli, Selectman - 247 votes, not elected
Kenneth McCullock, Constable - 347 votes, elected
Richard Robie, Sr., Constable - 276 votes, not elected
Walter F. Hodge, III, Road Agent - 238 votes, not elected
George E. Tucker, 3rd, Road Agent, 447 votes, elected
John L. Wedick, Jr., Trust Funds Trustee - 444 votes, elected
Judy Wallace, Trust Funds Trustee (Write In) - 103 votes, not elected
Russ Bonnevie, Library Trustee - 451 votes, elected
Maxine R. Jackson, Library Trustee - 415 votes, elected
Jennifer Kotok, Library Trustee - 231 votes, not elected
Nancy Stevenson, Library Trustee - 503 votes, elected
Raymond Bushway and John L Wedick, Jr. were sworn in at this time.
Kenneth McCullock and George E. Tucker, 3rd were sworn in during the break.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board to include the following as paragraph #7 under the definitions in the Bethlehem
Zoning Ordinance: "Lot - all land in fee ownership excluding any land under public rights-of-
way, streets or highways."
Yes 534 No 112
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend the Zoning Ordinance which currently reads: " To see if the Town
will vote to adopt the B.O.C.A. Code 3 (three) copies of which are on file in the Planning Board
Office of the Town Building being marked and designated as 'The B.O.C.A. National Building
Code, Tenth Administrators International, Inc.' be and is hereby adopted as the Building Code
of the Town of Bethlehem in the State of New Hampshire; for the control of buildings and
structures as herein provided; and each and all terms of said B.O.C.A. National Building Code,
are herein referred to, adopted and made a part hereof as if fully set out in the Ordinance, with
additions, insertions, deletions and changes, if any, prescribed in Section 3 of this Ordinance."
If amended this Ordinance would read as follows: "To see if the Town will vote to provide that
all single family dwellings and their outbuildings be exempt from the B.O.C.A. Code." (Ballot
Vote) (The Planning Board approves of this Amendment.)
Yes 493 No 190
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as presented by petition
to amend the Zoning Ordinance which currently reads: "Further no solid waste disposal facility,
site or expansion of any existing landfills shall be located in any district except a facility operated
by the Town. This prohibition shall include but not be limited by any private solid waste disposal
facility or site, sanitary landfill or incinerator."
If amended this Ordinance would read as follows: "Further no solid waste disposal facility or
expansion of such a facility shall be located in any district except: ( 1 ) a facility operated by the
Town; or, (2) upon any parcel which includes the site of an existing facility if: (a) the incremental
expansion does not exceed four acres; and, (b) a special exception is obtained; (c) the owner of
the facility signs a host community agreement with the Town; and (d) any necessary Planning
Board approval is obtained. This prohibition shall include but not be limited by any private
solid waste disposal facility or site, sanitary landfill or incinerator." (Ballot Vote) (By Petition)
(The Planning Board approves of this Amendment.)
Yes 301 No 423
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board to amend the Bethlehem Flood Plain Ordinance to include the following
definitions, variance criteria and insurance notices as mandated by the Office of State Planning,
Concord, New Hampshire:
"FEMA!" means Federal Emergency Management Agency.
"Historic Structure" means a structure that is:
a.) Listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
b.) Certified by the Secretary of the Interior as contributing to the historic significance of
a registered or determined to be registered a historic district,
c.) Individually listed on a state inventory in states with historic preservation programs
approved by the Secretary of the Interior,
d.) Individually listed on a local inventory with programs that have been certified by an
approved state program or directly by the Secretary of the Interior.
"Substantial damage" means damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the
cost of restoring the structure to its before damaged condition would equal or exceed fifty
(50) percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.
ITEM IX. Variances and Appeals
1 . Any order, requirement, decision or determination of the Building Inspector made
under this Ordinance may be appealed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment as set forth
in RSA 676:5.
2. If the applicant, upon appeal, requests a variance as authorized by RSA 674:33I(b),
the applicant shall have the burden of showing in addition to the usual variance standards
under the state law:
a.) That the variance will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats to
public safety, or extraordinary public expense,
b.) That if the requested variance is for activity within a designated regulatory
floodway, no increase in the flood levels during the base flood discharge will
result,
c.) That the variance is the minimum necessary, considering the flood hazard, to
afford relief
3 . The Zoning Board ofAdjustment shall notify the applicant in Writing that: (i) the issuance
of a variance to construct below the base flood level will result in increased premium
rates for flood insurance up to amounts as high as $25.00 for $100.00 of insurance
coverage; and, (ii) such construction below the base flood level increases risk to life and
property. Such notification shall be maintained with a record of all variance actions.
(Ballot Vote) (The Planning Board approves of this Amendment.)
Yes 516 No 125
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of increasing the Board of Selectmen to five members? (Ballot
Vote By Petition)
Yes 392 No 307
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of eliminating the position of Constable?
Yes 477 No 220
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of changing the term of the Town Clerk from three (3) years to
one (1) year, beginning with the term of the Town Clerk who shall be elected at next year's
regular Town Meeting? (Ballot Vote) (Submitted by Petition)
Yes 198 No 513
Sarah Mike motioned to eliminate the reading of all of the articles and act on them one at a time.
Seconded by Raymond Bushway. Motion carried.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such sums of money as
may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified in the budget as posted, $ 1,510,164.15 -
budget total exclusive of Warrant Articles.
Time: 9:05 Moved: Sarah Mike Second: Daniel Tucker
Vote: Amended Article Passed
Moderator MacBain introduced a petition change, signed by the proper amount of voters, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,599.00 to provide for an additional
patrolman for the Police Department. The total cost is $20,599.00. $8,000.00 to be taken from
the Part-time Officers Account. This item having been discussed at the Public BudgetHearing.
The position would cover the 440 hours not covered by the three full-time patrolmen and the
Chief. This position would allow the Chief to be more involved in our schools, businesses and
community. Teri-Ann Brown made the motion and John Miller seconded. Selectman Tucker
thought that this had been built into the budget already. Chief Brown was not in attendance.
Moderator MacBain asked the voters' permission to have Officer Glen Brooks speak. Officer
Brooks explained that the money is not in the budget and that this would allow for twenty-four
hour coverage, without overtime pay. There was some discussion about the new Chief being a
working Chief or a Supervisory Chief, and the fourth officer covering vacation time and training
time of the other officers. Voice vote on the amendment was too close to call. Standing vote 32
in favor and 41 opposed. The amendment failed.
John Wedick motioned and Butch Lucas seconded an amendment to reduce by $ 1 ,200.00 the
increase of salary for the Board of Selectmen. This amendment keeps the salary of the Selectmen
at $1 ,600.00 each. Voice vote in favor of the motion.
Fred Blanchard asked if there was money for the salary of the new Police Chief included. Len
Reed said $36,000.00 is in the budget for the new Chief.
Claudia Brown made a motion to increase the salary of the Overseer of Welfare salary from
$2,678.00 to $3,900.00. Teri-Ann Brown seconded. Moderator MacBain said this would increase
the budget by $1,222.00. Cheryl Sargent, the Overseer of Welfare, explained what her job was.
Voice vote on the amendment passed.
Len Malenowski asked about revenue, then made a motion to withdraw $500,000.00 from the
General Fund balance to be used to defray the amount to be raised by taxes. David Wood
seconded. Treasurer Teri-Ann Brown explained that the excess money keeps us going until tax
payment come in. Voice vote on the amendment failed.
Dick Robie made a motion to reduce the budget by $3,759.00. Bruce Brown seconded. He said
that this was for out-of-district hydrants, and that the Selectmen had agreed to dig the holes and
the Village District would pay for the hydrants. This amount shows up in the Fire Department
budget. The Village District pays for half of the Fire Department budget. Bob Coute suggested
it be moved to Public Safety. The voice vote on the amendment failed.
Selectman Tucker made a motion to transfer the amount of $3,759.00 from the Fire Department
budget to the Other Public Safety Department. Seconded by David Tellman. The voice vote on
the amendment passed.
Len Reed stated that the reason we just moved out-of-district hydrants to Other Public's Safety
was that it represented double taxation for residents of the Village District. He moved that the
$98,000.00, for the Water Tanker, be taken out of the Fire Department budget and put in the
Other Public Safety. Bernie Kohn seconded.
There was a question about the $98,000.00 being put in the budget twice. Moderator MacBain
explained that the Department of Revenue Administration requires that any expenditures be put
on the proposed budget. It was clarified that the $1,773,164.15 (subtotal 1) on the tan colored
insert -Expenditures- includes the amounts shown as subtotals 2 and 3, listed below it. The
amount of $1,510,165.14 does not include any Warrant Articles. John Stevenson moved the
amendment. A standing vote was taken to see where the $98,000.00 should go if Article 14
passes. Yes 59 No 1 1 The amendment passed.
Fred Blanchard made a motion to defer on Article 9 until after we have voted on Article 17. Dan
Greenlaw seconded. The motion passed
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $22,500.00 to be used
toward the Main Street Revitalization initiative. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this
Appropriation.)
Time: 10:25 Moved: Sarah Mike Second: Len Reed
Vote: Amended Article Passed
John Wedick made a motion to amend Article 10, "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate $15,000.00 to match dollar-for-dollar contributions from private sources to be used
to fund the Main Street Revitalization initiative. No money from this fund, known as the
Bethlehem Downtown Revitalization Fund, may be used to pay any obligation incurred before
enactment of this Article. Comparative procurement procedures and purchase order requirements
apply." John Stevenson seconded. Mr. Wedick spoke about the project and the Town matching
funds $3.00 for each $1.00 raised by private contributions. John Keller asked who controls the
expenditures. Selectman Tucker would like to have the Committee recommend the payments
to the Selectmen. George Manupelli brought up a possible violation of negotiating with the
landfill. Mr. Wedick said no negotiations took place. In order to negotiate, you must give
something in exchange; there is nothing to give in exchange. Paul Greenlaw moved the question.
The vote on the amendment passed. John Miller moved to vote on the amended article. John
Wedick moved to restrict reconsideration of Article 10 under the provisions of RSA 40:10.
Seconded by Bob Coute. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $40,000.00 to be added
to the Capital Reserve Fund - Highway Dump Truck. (The Board of Selectmen recommends
this Appropriation.)
Time: 11:10 Moved: Daniel Tucker Second: Raymond Bushway
Vote: Passed
Selectman Tucker said there are two highway vehicles that may or may not last too much
longer. Len Malenowski asked why put this in a Capital Reserve Fund, if you are going to
spend it this year? Selectman Tucker explained that they will run the old dump truck until it
dies. It may last through this year, it may not. There is $7,790.00 still left in the old Capital
Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $ 1 5,000.00 to be added
to the Capital Reserve Fund - Revaluation. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this
Appropriation.)
Time: 11:20 Moved: Sarah Mike Second: Daniel Tucker
Vote: Passed
Len Malenowski asked how much the Revaluation is expected to cost and when will it start?
Selectman Tucker said probably $100,000.00 and maybe the end of this year or the beginning
of next year.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of a new Highway Loader and to appropriate the sum of
$45,000.00 to be placed in this Fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as Agents to
expend. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.)
Time: 11:24 Moved: Raymond Bushway Second: Daniel Tucker
Vote: Passed
John Wedick moved to amend Article 13 by deleting the words "and to designate the Board of
Selectmen as Agents to expend." Bob Coute seconded. There would have to be a special Town
Meeting to buy the loader. Bernie Kohn asked if we need the word
"
purchase" in there or the
word "new." Moderator MacBain read the RSA. The article says "new highway loader," so
that is what the Selectmen would have to buy. Selectman Tucker said it would cost about
$125,000.00 to replace the current loader. If the loader breaks and there is not sufficient money
to replace it, they would repair it. Vote on the amendment failed.
Selectman Tucker made a motion to recess for 15 minutes. Ray Bushway seconded. The
motion passed.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$98,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing a new tanker for the Fire Department, subject to the
approval of the voters at the Annual Village District meeting to pay half of the purchase price.
Designate the Board of Selectmen as Agents to expend. (The Board of Selectmen recommends
this Appropriation.)
Time: 11:50 Moved: Sarah Mike Second: Daniel Tucker
Vote: Amended Article Passed
Dick Robie moved to put a period after the word "Department" and delete the words "subject to
the approval of the voters at the annual Village District meeting to pay for half of the purchase
price." Seconded by David Wood. Vote on amendment passed. Selectman Tucker asked how
much additional money would it take to make this a pumper/tanker, so we do not have to come
back in seven years for a pumper? Jack Anderson said a pumper/tanker is in the $ 1 80,000.00
range. Butch Lucas added that we do. not need a pumper, as much as we need a tanker to get
water to the site. Jack Anderson explained how they are trying to improve the entire Fire
Department. He answered questions, and said a Committee looked into this tanker purchase.
This truck should last thirty years and holds 1 500 gallons. Bethlehem has joined North Pac and
signed a Mutual Assistance Agreement with Littleton.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a new Ambulance and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to be placed in the Fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as Agents to
expend. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.)
Time: 12:10 Moved: Daniel Tucker Second: Raymond Bushway
Vote: Amended Article Passed
Phil Davis motioned and Jack Anderson seconded to delete the word
"new." Jack Anderson
explained that there are good used ambulances out there. Vote on amendment passed.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for
a part-timeAadministrator to assist the Board of Selectmen. (The Board of Selectmen
recommends this Appropriation.)
Time: 12:15 Moved: Daniel Tucker Second: George Manupelli
Vote: Not Acted On
Selectman Tucker made a motion to pass over this Article because of the result of Article 6 vote,
which means there will be a five person Board of Selectmen next year. David Wood seconded.
Motion passed.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of $7,500.00
to be put into a non-lapsing account not to exceed beyond the year 1999 in order to offset the
funding of a celebration of the Town of Bethlehem's Bicentennial Celebration. (The Board of
Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.)
Time: 12:19 Moved: Bruce Brown Second: Raymond Bushway
Vote: Passed
Bruce Brown explained that Christmas Eve 1999, we celebrate the Bicentennial of the name
change from Lloyd Hills to Bethlehem.
Back to Article 9.
Time: 12:30
Vote: Amended Article Passed
The budget of $1,510,164.15 has been increased thus far by $22.00 to a total of $1,510,186.15.
John Wedick motioned and David Wood seconded to restrict reconsideration of Article 9 under
RSA 40:10. Motion passed.
ARTICLE 18. Are you in favor of the Town bearing the responsibility for the organization of
the Fire Department, such that the Fire Chief is appointed by the Selectmen, and the Firefighters
are appointed by the Fire Chief with the Town holding final responsibility for the financial
affairs of the Department? A negative vote will mean that the Village District shall have the
final responsibility with regard to the organization of the Fire Department, with the Fire Chief
appointed by the District Commissioners, and the Firefighters appointed by that Fire Chief,
with final financial responsibility for the Fire Department held by the Village District. The vote
on this Warrant Article establishes the method by which the Fire Department shall be organized
under RSA 154:1. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article.)
Time: 12:37 Moved: Daniel Tucker Second: Raymond Bushway
Vote: Amended Article Passed
Non-Binding Vote Taken at the Polls - Yes 499 No 202
Moderator MacBain read the results of the non-binding vote on Tuesday. Stan Harrison asked
why the Fire Department is under the Village District, and why does the Village pay more for it.
Ted Wilkinson thought it was from a hundred years ago, when horse drawn fire engines could
not reach the outskirts of Town. Bruce Brown made a motion to pass over this Article and Len
Malenowski seconded. Standing vote: Yes 40 No 41. The motion failed. Selectman Mike
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said she and Selectman Bushway met with the Village District's Commissioners and discussed
putting an Article, such as this, on the Warrant. The Town's Attorney drew up this Article.
Bruce Brown said the Commissioners and the Selectmen agreed they should both put something
in their Warrants to let the voters determine who should appoint the Officers in the Fire
Department. He was concerned with the Village bearing the financial responsibility this year
because money has not been put into their budget. Selectman Bushway said that the paperwork
that said the Village Precinct appoints the Fire Chief was dated 1948, but that a report in the
Town books, a year or so later, could be construed that the Town did it. The Town Attorney said
to go with the original one, that the Precinct did it. But the ideal way to determine this was an
Article like this. Dick Robie thought that the Village District should vote first to determine if
they want to give up the right. Bruce Brown made the motion to amend the Article to end after
the first question mark. John Miller seconded. Jack Anderson asked "if this Article passes, will
it eliminate the Village Precinct from having to pay half of the Fire Department?" Moderator
MacBain answered, yes, but not this year. Len Reed questioned that, as amended, this Article
still gives full financial responsibility to the Town? Bruce Brown clarified that, it gives 'final'
responsibility to the Town, which is exactly what the Town has now. Vote on the amendment
passed.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to eliminate the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve
Fund and return said funds to the Town's General Fund to offset taxes. (The Board of Selectmen
recommends this Article.)
Time: 1:12 Moved: Raymond Bushway Second: Sarah Mike
Vote: Failed
John Wedick suggested that we do not return this money to the General Fund. Chief Norman
Brown has suggested that we lease a vehicle. Mr. Wedick proposed we use an Advanced Program
Plan (APP) to lease the vehicle. Paying for the lease up front will save money. Selectman Sarah
Mike looked up the original Warrant Article from the 1995 Town Meeting. Article 8 does not
stipulate we have to buy it, we could lease it. After this discussion, the Selectmen no longer
recommends this Article.
ARTICLE 20. Are you in favor ofthe Bethlehem Country Club being operated as:
A. An amenity, operated by the Town, with no revenue from the Club going to the
Town's General Fund. (Self-Supporting)
B. A for profit business operated by the Town, with a percentage of revenue going to
the Town's General Fund.
Time: 1:20 Moved: Raymond Bushway Second: Daniel Tucker
Vote: Tabled
Non-Binding Vote Taken at the Polls - A 197 B 497
The Moderator MacBain read the results of the non-binding vote take on Tuesday. Bernie Kohn
said it was hard to make a profit when it is only open five months a year and depends on the
weather. John Wedick said the Club has not operated at a loss. In the last three years, it has paid
for itself and has not cost the taxpayers any money. Treasurer Teri-Ann Brown said the Country
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Club provides a cash flow for the Town. John Wedick moved to table the Article and Phil Davis
seconded.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the processing, storage, and the
landspreading of waste treatment sludge/biosolids, including, but not limited to, sewage, paper
and pulp mill sludge, whether it be wet, dry, composted, pelletized, mixed with other materials,
or injected on or into the land in the Town of Bethlehem until regulations are enacted by the
Selectmen or the Planning Board with public involvement, to control such activity. (By Petition)
Time: 1:30 Moved: David Wood Second: George Manupelli
Vote: Tabled
George Manupelli spoke to explain. Fred Blanchard moved to table, Tina Greenlaw seconded.
Standing vote: Yes 52 No 33
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to:
1) To appoint a Committee of concerned residents to raise and expend the moneys
(from private sources) needed to erect a monument in memory of Chief Howard
Sanborn to honor his 50 years of service to our community.
2) The location of the monument (on Town property) will be determined by the
appointed Committee and Select persons. (Submitted by Petition)
Time: 1:40 Moved: Richard Robie Second: Jack Anderson
Vote: Passed
Daniel Greenlaw made a motion to change the wording from appoint to "approve a Committee
of volunteer residents" and the word appointed in 2) to approved . Tina Greenlaw seconded.
His intention is to expedite this and start working on it right away. The vote on the amendment
passed.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to direct the Board of Selectmen to hold in reserve
for use as the future home of the Bethlehem Historical Society the so-called Recreation Hall
Building which is part of the Chase Tennis Camp property, formerly Maplehurst Hotel, along
with the appropriate amount of land with direct access to Main Street. The period of reservation
will be limited to three years from the date the Town acquired title to the Chase Tennis Camp
property to allow formation and incorporation of the Bethlehem Historical Society.
(Submitted by Petition)
Time: 1:45 Moved: Richard Robie Second: Clare Brown
Vote: Tabled
John Wedick said this building would complement what the Main Street revitalization is working
on. Tina Greenlaw asked what we would do about the big building? John Wedick thought it
would be removed. Selectman Mike said Bruce Cunningham had approached the Board with a
proposal. Mr. Cunningham spoke about possibly leasing the building to be a field house for
students. The tennis courts could be removed. Tanya Tellman asked who started this petition.
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Clare Brown said it was Paul Hudson, a former resident who is interested in starting a Historical
Society in Bethlehem. Tanya Tellman stated that she is a member of the Whitefield Historical
Society and that they rent space in the basement of the bank. She spoke about the operating
costs and maintenance of a building. Bernie Kohn moved to table this article. Sarah Mike
seconded.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to revoke the authority of the Selectmen to act as
Agents to expend moneys from the following Capital Reserve Funds:
1) Highway Dump Truck
2) Police Cruiser
3) Town Building Renovation
4) Building Demolition
(Submitted by Petition)
Time: 2:00 Moved: Robert Coute Second: John Wedick
Vote: Tabled
John Wedick made a motion and it was seconded to amend the article by removing #1 and #2.
David Tellman spoke in favor of the letting the Selectmen do their job. The amendment failed.
David Wood moved to table.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to require that all aggregates (sand, gravel and
stone) purchased for use on Town roads shall be purchased under an open competitively bid
contract and that all such aggregates shall meet N. H. Department of Transportation (NH DOT)
specification. This Article shall take effect on adoption. (Submitted by Petition)
Time: 2:05 Moved: Raymond Bushway Second: Phil Davis
Vote: Passed
Bob Coute asked if this Article was passed in a previous year? Part of it was and part of it was
tabled. Selectman Mike read Articles 12 and 13 from the 1995 Warrant.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to retire the position of Constable in honor of the
late Constable and Chief of Police, Howard E. Sanborn, who held the position of Constable for
almost 50 years. The unpaid position of Constable is no longer needed because in recent years
most of the duties and responsibilities of the Constable were taken over by the Chief of Police
with the remainder being handled by the Grafton County Sheriff. (Submitted by Petition)
Time: 2:09 Moved: Raymond Bushway Second: Greenlaw
Vote: Passed Unanimously
Moderator MacBain noted that Article 7 passed at the Tuesday voting. There will be no Constable
beginning with Town Meeting 1998. This Article is to retire the position in honor of Chief
Howard Sanborn.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4_d
authorizing the Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which
may be offered to the Library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance of
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the personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town or the Library
Trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair
or replacement of such personal property.
Time: 2:11 Moved: Daniel Tucker Second: David Tellman
Vote: Amended Article Passed
John Wedick made a motion to insert the words "authorize indefinitely until specific rescission
of such authority." Tanya Tellman seconded. Amendment passed.
ARTICLE 28. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Time: 2:20
Moderator MacBain stated that he had kept a tally all day long and that approximately eighty-
five (85) people made the decisions for the Town today. Kevin Teehan moved, and it was
seconded to move the meeting back to Tuesday night. During the discussion, John Wedick,
Dan and Dick Robie all agreed that it should remain on Saturday. The motion was voted on and
failed.
Claudia Brown asked if the Firemen could drive one of their trucks to the front of the Town
Building to paint and repair the flagpole. Jack Anderson said yes.
Tina Greenlaw made a motion and it was seconded that the Selectmen appoint a Committee of
Golfers and Non-golfers to study the structure of the Country Club. Motion passed.
Fred Blanchard said last year the Selectmen were asked to accelerate the sale of the Town
Property. What was done? Selectman Tucker said some buildings on Main Street were sold,
and there were no bids on one piece of property we tried to sell. Selectman Mike went over the
process. It was suggested that the Town use bigger ads when trying to sell property.
Steve Greco asked about handicap accessibility, especially to the Library.
David Tellman made a motion, and it was seconded that the Town develop an Ordinance gov-
erning the landspreading of waste treatment biosolids based on the best available scientific
data. Said Ordinance to be drafted by the Planning Board and/or Selectmen with public in-
volvement and placed in the 1998 Town Warrant or at an earlier time, if it is appropriate. The
motion passed.
Bob Coute spoke about the progress of the Police Chief Committee.
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acquired through Tax Collector's Deed (Listed by Location and Map and Lot #)
203-032-013 through 203-032-013 L/O Fairways 444,800.00
205-009 L/O Jefferson Street .22 AC 9,850.00
205-037 L/O Agassiz Street . 15 AC 6,250.00
205-037-001 L/O Harrigan Street. 1 AC 6,250.00
205-230-001 L/O Noyes Street .46 AC 16,200.00
206-018 L/B Main Street 3.2 AC 467,900.00
206-020 L/O Main Street .09 AC 3,850.00
206-029 L/O W/S Elm Street 1 .2 AC 1 3,800.00
206-029-001 L/O W/S Elm Street 3. 1 AC 21 ,950.00
206-063-001 L/O Austin Road S/S 24.7 AC 89,700.00
210-003 L/O Little River Road 5.7 AC 41,450.00
210-013-012 L/O Lady Slipper Road 3.42 AC 25,700.00
210-013-220 L/O Lady Slipper Road/Jolee Lane 3.9 AC *Not Assessed N/V
402-007-003 L/O N/S Route 18 1.87 AC 22,450.00
402-007-005 L/O N/S Route 1 1 8 lOT 5 1 .69 AC 25 ,000.00
403-020 L/O Caswell Heights Off 1-93 .04 AC 100.00
404-032-001 L/O Railroad Street .53 AC 14,550.00
405-054 L/O Route 116N5.5AC 28,600.00
406-024 L/O S/S Whitefield Road 2.71 AC 19,200.00
406-032-005 L/O N/S Hazen Road 2.0 AC 19, 100.00
410-007-003-02 L/O Off S. Street 26.66 AC 58,800.00
413-041 L/O Access Lot 2.2 AC 5,950.00
414-008 L/O Off Austin Road N/S 38.0 AC 81,400.00
414-021 L/O Austin Road N/S 1.9 AC 18,1 10.00
415-009 L/O River Road. 14 AC 1,150.00
415-021 L/O Bethlehem Hollow .54 AC 6,900.00
415-038 L/O Wing Road .4 AC 8,950.00
4 1 5- 1 07 L/O River Bend 1 .34 AC 9,800.00
4 1 5- 1 34 L/O Beaver Road .88 AC 11 ,400.00
415-147 L/O N/S Moose Trail .91 AC 5,350.00
415-153 L/O River Road .43 AC 6,800.00
416-021 L/O Row 1.2 AC 10,700.00
416-028 L/O Row 1.7 AC 7,000.00
420-024 L/O Off Route 302 .11 AC 3,250.00
420-025 L/O Beech Hill .06 AC 800.00
Total Land and Buildings $1,513,060.00
OWNER UNKNOWN
203-030 L/O Park Avenue/Pine Street .41 AC $3,500.00
203-075 L/O N/S Reid Road .38 AC 11 ,850.00
204-055-001 L/O Paper Road .72 AC 5,150.00
205-048 L/O Doris Street .13 AC 5,700.00
206-055 L/O S/S Austin Road .67 AC 6, 1 00.00







L/O S/S River Bend .07 AC
L/O S/S River Bend 2.2 AC
L/O Prospect Street E/S Off 14.7 AC
L/O E/S Hazen Road









SUMMARY - INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Current Use Land $ 1,719,350.00
Residential Land 47,031,639.00
Commercial/Industrial 5,377,385.00




Total Taxable Buildings 74,602,019.00
Public Utilities 3,698,650.00
Valuation Before Exemptions 132,429,043.00
Blind Exemptions 30,000.00
Adjusted Elderly Exemptions 445.000.00
Total Exemptions Off Valuation 475,000.00
Net Valuation On Which Tax Rate Is Computed $ 1 3 1 ,954,043 .00
Veteran Exemptions 13,500.00
Disabled Veterans 8.400.00
Total Tax Credits 2 1 ,900.00
Non-Taxable Land and Buildings $ 33,97 1 ,070.00
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Net Assessed Valuation - $131,954,043.00
Net Assessed Valuation - Village District - $54,680,219.00
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
1997 was a wonderful year for the Town Clerk's Office. Beginning with the grant I wrote
to the State asking for a computer. On February 12, 1997, a representative from the Bureau of
Vital Statistics arrived at my office with an HP Vectra VL Computer, 16 MB RAM, 1 .2 GB hard
drive, external 33.6 US Robotics modem, an HP Laser Jet 6P printer, tape backup and Windows
95 Operating System. FREE! This setup enables us to computerize our birth, death and mar-
riage records. It prints out very professional looking certified copies and allows me to modem
information to the Concord Office. This system was also large enough to put a Motor Vehicle
Registration ystem on it as well. We were operational by June 1.
I researched both Atlantic Turnkey and Business Management Systems, Inc.'s (BMSI)
Registration Programs and decided to go with BMSI. The total Town Clerk software package
cost $3,745.00 plus $444.00 for the Okidata 320 Turbo Printer, needed to print out the Vehicle
Registrations, for a total cost of $4,189.00. Subtract from that the money I have raised as fund-
raisers ($1,778.00) and given back as vacation pay ($1,830.00) over the last five years and you
have a cost of $580.00. This year I gave back $712.50 in vacation pay, which will cover that
expense. It took five years, and I am proud that I have accomplished my goal of computerizing
the Clerk's Office at little or no cost to the taxpayers.
There will be a rabies clinic in the lower level of the Town Hall on Saturday, April 4, from
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. All dogs should be licensed by the end of April.
The hours of operation have changed slightly. The new hours are stated below.
NEW HOURS
TREASURER'S REPORT
GENERAL FUND CHECKING ACCOUNT:
Beginning Balance on Hand, January 1, 1997
Fleet Bank, NH (Cash Journal, reconciled) $ 351,646.09
Total Adjusted Receipts: 8,923,302.07
(Includes T.A.N. Loan: $1,425,000.00)
Total Adjusted Expenditures: 9.217.932.58
(Includes TA.N. Payoff: $1,448,702.60)
Ending Balance on Hand, December 31, 1997




(Includes Interest Earned on TAN Loan
Investment of $13,713.01) $ 299,785.41
Escrow Accounts:
A.B. Logging 6,247.00
Bear Paw Lumber 2,302.58
Jerome L. Barber (Closed 4/9/97) 0.00
D.M. Holden, Inc. 16,764.68
New Life Assembly of God (Closed 7/29/97) 00.0
Northwood Land & Timber Corp. 12,362.21
Stoneys Masonry & Gravel 7,459.00
Money Market Account 5,394.62
Peoples Bank
Adopt-A-Flag Account 493.83
Bethlehem Country Club Account ^ 16,249.79
(Amount transferred from BCC to General Fund during 1997: $258,000.00)
Bethlehem Pool Account 11,321.38
CDBG Account (Hollow Water Project - Account Closed Out 1/21/98) 72,879.24
Conservation Commission 3,066.09
Downtown Revitalization Account 2,841.23
(Balance Transferred to Bethlehem Redevelopment Association)
Open for the Season Account 530.45
Simard Loc 90 08 (Escrow Account) 2,953. 10
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool


















SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Year Ending December 31, 1997
Unredeemed Liens Balance at
Beginning of Fiscal Year
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year






1997 1996 1995 Prior
0.00$ 320,222.06$ 245,831.95 $ 768.63
413,578.69
6.441.97 16.554.00 88.784.45
$ 420,020.66 $ 336,776.06 $ 334,616.40 $ 768.63
Remittances to Treasurer
Redemptions
Interest and Costs Collected
After Lien Execution
CREDITS
$ 88,343.13 $ 71,581.65 $ 225,777.95 $ 0.00
6,441.97 16,554.00 88,784.45
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes 5 , 1 73 .40




313.496.23 229.482.57 822.44 768.63
$ 420,020.66 $ 336,776.06 $ 334,616.40 $ 768.63
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REVENUES - DETAILED STATEMENT













SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
Sale of Tax Deeded Property











EXPENDITURES - DETAILED STATEMENT












































Services 975.00 975.00 975.00










TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
0.00
INTEREST -T.A.N.'S
Tax Anticipation Notes 15.000.00 23.702.60 23.702.60
TOTAL INTEREST -T.A.N.'S 15,000.00 23,702.60 23,702.60
BUDGETTOTAL $1,740,698.15 $1,673,082.07 $1,687,132.51


















Dickerman, Jane - Info Booth 238.00
Englert, William - Police/Dispatch 3,548.00
Gagne, Judy - Supervisor Checklist 300.00
Garneau, Evelyn - PD/AMB 18.00
Gigliello, Erin - Pool 1,200.00
Girouard, Tandy - Dispatch 1,875.00
Gonyer, Lewis - BCC 3,663.00
Guest, Claudia - Dispatch 816.00
Harver-Galipeau - Info Booth 227.00
Haynes, Robert - Pool 1,459.00
Holmes, Cindy - Administrative Assistant
& Selectmen's Secretary 23,047.00
Keller, John - Forester 5,450.00
King Jr., Charles - Highway 22,871.00
King, Jacqueline - PD/AMB 18.00
Laleme, Mary - Dispatch 7,526.00
Lambert, Dianne - Deputy Tax Collector/TXC, GGB 17,710.00
Lehouillier, Gail - Pool 1,050.00
Lister, Alison - Info Booth 397.00
Lougee, Eric - Police Chief 14,416.00
McCullock, Kenneth - Police 3,441.00
Mike, Sarah - Selectman 1,600.00
Miles, Eugene - Highway 19,784.00
Miller, David - Police/Dispatch 2,975.00
Miller, John - Dispatch 1,122.00
Moodie, Edward - Highway 21,914.00
Newell, Harry - Bldg. Inspector 4,463.00
Newell, Linda - Info Booth 315.00
Pilotte, David - BCC 10,003.00
Rivers, Maureen - Deputy Treasurer 25.00
Roberts, Wendy - Police 1,577.00
Robie Jr., Richard - Assistant Fire Chief 1,500.00
Sargent, Cheryl - Planning Board Secretary &
Overseer of Welfare 20,793.00
Sargent, David - BCC 8,573.00
Simmons, Christa - Pool 2,067.00
Stevens, Michael - Police 32,538.00
Stevenson, Marie - Dispatch 35.00
Sykes, Ann - Supervisor Checklist 300.00
Symonds, Donna - Dispatch 14,376.00
Trombley, Cathy - Dispatch 12,028.00
Tucker III, George - Road Agent 33,201.00
Tucker, Daniel - Selectman 1,600.00
Verret, Henry - Police 32,343.00
Warner, Steven - BCC Superintendent 28,527.00
Wright, Bonnie - Dispatch 432.00





















































































After more than a year of informal discussions and meetings, an ad hoc group of residents
and local business leaders began to meet regularly to debate priorities and agendas for revitalizing
Bethlehem. A consensus began to develop around the themes of heritage and tourism. In the
summer of 1996, the Board of Selectmen, at the urging of this group which had formed into the
Bethlehem Revitalization Coalition, asked the North Country Council to prepare concepts and
estimated costs for a number of individual achievable, feasible, cost effective and beneficial
projects in the Village District.
In January 1997, the Revitalization Coalition was prepared to take action in the furtherance
of this mission statement:
Revitalization should capitalize on Bethlehem's history as a vacation destination. Whie
the era of Victorian hotels on Main Street has passed, the historical architecture and
natural beauty still exists. Bethlehem offers day tourists a picturesque New England
Village with interesting shops and restaurants and spectacular recreational activities.
Several consultations were held with authorities in fields of economic development, tourism,
promotion and visitations were made to other northern New England communities which had
faced the same challenges. The members decided to undertake a program of facade improvements
in the Village District which would have immediate visual impact and would develop momentum
for further improvements. Working with the Bethlehem Revolving Loan Committee, the
Bethlehem Redevelopment Association, the Bethlehem Recreation Committee, the Bethlehem
Chamber of Commerce and the Antique Dealers Association, a plan was finalized for execution
for the summer and fall of 1997. Voters were asked to approve Town funds to support these
initiatives and the Coalition committed itself to raising funds from the private sector.
The results of these joint efforts are now quite visible on the Main Street of the Village
District. Business facades have been repainted and renovated. The Bethlehem recreation area
has been completed and landscaped and serves as an attractive centerpiece for the Village District.
The recreation amenities, which were already in place, are a source of physical activities and
enjoyment for Town youth and adults as well. The improvements to the Bethlehem Cemetery
have been purchased and planned, but were not installed before the early snow.
113 gifts contributed $14,230.00 (99 residents or property owners, 10 companies and 3
civic organizations.) Two grants were obtained from the Northern New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation in the amount of $3,500.00. In addition, 10 area businesses contributed $1 1,738.00
of in-kind services, which would have had to be purchased, if not contributed. The Town expended
$8,790.00 in matching funds.
The Bethlehem Revitalization Coalition merged into the Bethlehem Redevelopment
Association in order to enjoy its organization, structure and administrative capacity. The Coalition
looks forward to 1998 when it will focus its attention on the development of an integrated system
of trails for use by hikers, bikers, cross-country skiers and snowmobilers, as well as, those
interested in taking an historical guide walk through the Village District. The accomplishment
of this objective will give Bethlehem a unique feature attractive to tourists with a variety of
interests.
Expert assistance in the field of marketing arts, crafts and antiques will become a second
focus for 1998. Other projects being considered include; enhanced signage for the Town,
improving the sidewalk, cross walk and appearance in the vicinity of the Town Building, Post































The Library in Bethlehem was founded in 1 877 and known as the Kenny Library. It was
located in the Methodist Church. Later it was moved to the Cruft Block and called "The
Bethlehem Library Association." In 1913, it was moved to the new Town Building and public
money was raised for its support, so it became the Bethlehem Public Library.
We are out of space and have been for the last several years. We would like to have a
computer and copier for public use, but there is no available space. It is time to either add on to
the present building, or build a new one with handicap access. We are very grateful for the use
of the Methodist Church for our programs.
This year we had two successful book sales and have an ongoing sale table in the Library
all year. We sponsored two programs: Veterinarian John Anderson presented a program on care
of your pets. The Children's Program was "Invasion of the Munchkins" and was partially
funded with a grant.
Beth Anderson, who was our Aide, held story time in the park during July and August.
Beth moved to Whitefield and Lorraine Goff became the new Library Aide.
In closing, we would like to honor Polly Keach, who has served as a Trustee for twenty-
seven years, many of them as the Treasurer. Her love and support of the Library will not be








Audios and Videos 882
ACCESSIONS:
Adult Fiction 297, Adult Non-Fiction 83, Juvenile 182,
Magazines 60, Audio Cassettes 142 (half were donated).
Memorial Gifts 28.
A special thank you to all who donate magazines, books, audios and videos to the Library.
Many of them are added to our collection and others go in the book sales, where money from






































To the inhabitants of the Town of Bethlehem, in the County of Grafton and the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Building in said Bethlehem on Tuesday, the tenth
day of March 1998, at nine o'clock in the morning (the polls to close at 6:00 p.m.; business
meeting to be held at the Bethlehem Elementary School on Saturday, the fourteenth day of
March 1998, at 9:00 a.m.) to act upon the following:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. (Ballot Vote)
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as presented by petition
to amend the Zoning Ordinance by the inclusion of the following:
"The stockpiling and landspreading of Class B sewage sludge containing heavy metals,
pathogens, parasites and hazardous organic chemicals, and the stockpiling and
landspreading of industrial paper mill sludge containing cyanide, dioxins, furans and
other toxic substances, is not allowed in the Town of Bethlehem, New Hampshire.
This Ordinance shall not apply to any facility owned and/or operated by the Town of
Bethlehem for the disposal of sewage/septage/sludge generated within the Town of
Bethlehem, New Hampshire." (Ballot Vote) (By Petition) (The Bethlehem Planning
Board does not recommend the adoption of this Amendment. Results of vote taken:
3-2.)
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as presented by petition
to amend the provision of the Town's Zoning Ordinance (as amended by Article 2 of the Town's
1992 Warrant) which, as amended, currently reads:
"Further no solid waste disposal facility, site or expansion of any existing landfills shall be
located in any district except a facility operated by the Town."
The revised Ordinance would read as follows:
"Further no solid waste disposal facility, site or expansion of the disposal area of such
a facility shall be located in any district except:
(1
)
a facility operated by the Town; or
(2) upon any parcel which may include the site of any existing facility if:
(a) each incremental expansion does not exceed four acres; and
(b) the owner of the facility obtains a special exception containing host
community benefits that reduce the Town's property taxes a minimum
of 10% (based on the 1997 taxes) in each full year the facility operates."
(Ballot Vote) (By Petition) (The Bethlehem Planning Board does not recommend the adoption
of this amendment. Results of vote: 4-1.)
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as presented by petition
to amend Section 6 under the General Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance which currently
reads as follows:
"Further no solid waste disposal facility, site or expansion of any existing landfills shall
be located in any district except a facility operated by the Town."
The revised Ordinance would read as follows:
"Further no solid waste disposal facility or site shall be located or be permitted to expand
its disposal area in any district, except in the following circumstance:
(1) the solid waste disposal facility is operated by the Town.
(2) In January of each year of continued operation, the facility owner pays to the
Town a fee equivalent to 61% (sixty-one percent) of the Town's portion of the
annual operating budgets for the Bethlehem and Profile School Districts.
In addition, requests for incremental expansion of non-municipally operated facilities shall
neither exceed four acres nor be granted more frequently than bi-annually. (Ballot Vote) (By
Petition) (The Bethlehem Planning Board does not recommend the adoption of this Amendment.
Results of vote: 4-0.)
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such sums of money as
may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified in the budget as posted, $1,585,132.51 -
Budget Total exclusive of Warrant Articles.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $40,000.00 to be added to
the Capital Reserve Fund - Highway Dump Truck. The Board of Selectmen recommends this
Appropriation.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $7,000.00 to be added to
the Capital Reserve Fund - Revaluation. The Board of Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $45,000.00 to be added to
the Capital Reserve Fund - Highway Loader. The Board of Selectmen recommends this
Appropriation.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $ 10,000.00 to be added to
the Capital Reserve Fund - Ambulance. The Board of Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35: 1 1 for the purpose of creating a Transfer Station and appropriate the sum
of $100,000.00 to be placed in this Fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as Agents to
expend. The Board of Selectmen recommends this Appropriation.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0,000.00 for
the purpose of a Summer Recreation Program.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100.00 for
ACORN (AIDS Community Resource Network.)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for
the purpose of continuing the Main Street Revitalization initiative. Participation in the follow-
ing projects is anticipated: improvements to the Main Street Cemetery; completion of the
conversion of the Bonardi Block to a heritage and visitor center; erection ofTown welcome and
street signs; preparation and installation of historic buildings and site markers; coordination of
community strategic planning and informations meetings. The appropriated Town funds will
be provided to the Bethlehem Redevelopment Association, which will administer the proposed
projects. (Submitted by Petition)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to retain ownership of the property formerly
known as the "Bonardi Block, Tax Map 205, Parcel 122, and make it available to the Bethlehem
Chamber of Commerce, Bethlehem Redevelopment Association and Bethlehem Heritage Soci-
ety for use as a Bethlehem Visitors Center. (Submitted by Petition)
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Town Forest under RSA 31:110
comprised of the following parcels of land: Tax Map 414, Lot 7 (owner unknown); Lot 8
(acquired through Tax Collector's Deed); and Lot 5 (owned by the Village District and leased to
the Town); and further, to authorize the Bethlehem Conservation Commission to manage the
Town Forest under the provisions of RSA 31:112, and to authorize the placement of any pro-
ceeds which may accrue from said Forest Management in a separate Forest Maintenance Fund,
which shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year, as provided by RSA 31:113."
ARTICLE 16. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.




BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM - REVENUE
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Taxes:
Land Use Change Tax
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Licenses, Permits and Fees:
Business Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits




State & Federal Forest Land Reimb.
Other (Including Railroad Tax)
From Other Governments
Estimated





















Admin., Highways and Streets
Street Lighting
Health:
Admin, and Pest Control
Health Agencies & Hospitals & Other
Welfare:







Improvements Other Than Buildings 30,500.00 14,018.53 31,804.00
Operating Transfers Out:
To Special Revenue Fund 329,217.00 302,773.91 338,426.04
To Capital Reserve Fund 110,000.00 110,419.00 102,000.00
SUBTOTAL 1 $1,740,698.15 $1,673,082.07 $1,687,132.51
4915 - Highway Dump Truck - Warrant Article #6 40,000.00
4915 - Revaluation - Warrant Article #7 7,000.00
4915 - Highway Loader - Warrant Article #8 45,000.00
4915 - Ambulance - Warrant Article #9 10.000.00
SUBTOTAL 2 Recommended 102,000.00
SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES
Transfer Station - Warrant Article #10 100,000.00
Recreation Program - Warrant Article #1
1
10,000.00
ACORN - Warrant Article #12 100.00
Main Street Revitalization - Warrant Article #13 25.000.00
SUBTOTAL 3 Recommended 135,100.00
NOTES
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
This year has seen some dramatic changes in the Town of Bethlehem. These changes are
very much in the best interest of the Town. The Police Department has changed with the
appointment of our new Chief, Eric Lougee. The Fire Department has changed physically with
a couple of new and used fire trucks, a face lift and newly certified Firemen. The station was
also dedicated to the late Fire Chief Howard Sanborn.
There is much more to say about "all" the Departments in Town. We think that each
Department should blow its own horn for the good work that they are doing. Be sure to read
"all" the Department Heads' Reports. We, the Selectmen (two of us), would ask that the citizens
continue their support for these Departments and the programs they have established.
The Town has retired Visions Appraisal Technology for revaluation of Town properties.
This is on schedule and should be completed some time this summer. "A revaluation is the
process of conducting the data collection and market analysis necessary to equalize the value of
all the properties within a town for the purpose of a fair distribution of the tax burden."
The list of Town owned properties has gone down. This means that there is more property
back on the tax roles. Some of these properties have undergone renovations that have become
an asset to the Town. "Nice job folks."
There will be some new faces in the Town Government this year. Selectperson Sarah Mike
resigned after two years on the job, and Daniel Tucker will not seek re-election to office. This
year is the year of five Selectmen. We hope that you will continue to support this Office, as you
have in the past. Speaking for the Selectmen elect, "We are there to serve you, in the best
interest of Bethlehem."
There are special committees of ongoing projects. The Revitalization Initiative, the
Bicentennial Celebration, the Golf Course Birthday, etc. We would like to thank all those who
dedicate their time and effort into these projects. And a thank you for those who are supportive






The Bethlehem Police Department extends its sincere thanks to the many members of the
community who helped make the difficult year of 1997 a resounding success. Without the loyal
support of the Town people, it would be nearly impossible to accomplish the many tasks assigned
to the Police Department.
The violent events of August 1997 have reinforced the Department's philosophy that a
properly trained and equipped team of disciplined professionals is fundamental to the successful
conclusion of critical incidents.
Your Police Department dedicated time to the following activities:
Eddy Eagle Gun Safety Program at Bethlehem School
Friday Night Youth Basketball
5th and 6th Grade Babysitting Identicard Program
Halloween Safety Brief
High School Criminal Code Brief
Bicycle Safety Presentation at Elementary School
Tours of Police and Fire Departments for Youth Organizations
Second Home and Business Checks
911 Emergency Locator System
Domestic Violence Liaison Council Meetings
Highway Safety Grant Application and
Recipient for 50% Funding of Traffic RADAR Device
Department of Defense Reutilization Equipment Program






























TRAFFIC CITATIONS: 554 including summonses for Speed, Unregistered, Non-Inspection,
No Child Restraints, Yellow Line, Unlawful Passing and Operating After Suspension.
OTHER ACTIVITIES: Alarms, Lockouts, Ambulance Assists, Welfare Checks Of Elderly,
111 And Handicapped, Traffic Hazards, Neighbor Disputes, Animal Complaints, Assistance to
Other Law Enforcement Agencies, Stranded Motorists, Service of Subpoenas, DVP's and
Warrants. Domestic Violence Response, Investigation, and Follow-Up, Continued to Occupy a
Large Portion of the On-Duty Officers' Time. Concern and Efforts.
DEPARTMENT MEMBERS:
Chief Eric E. Lougee
Full-Time Officers:
Juvenile Officer Henry "Hank" Verret
Prosecutor Michael Stevens











1997 was quite a year for the Bethlehem Fire Department. Between our intense training
schedule and 52 calls of various types, we were kept very busy. There was so much going on,
that it is hard to go over it all in this report, so I will cover some of the high points.
Our new communications system is up and running, although not complete. It is 1,000%
better than what we had. We took delivery of the new tanker and are extremely happy with the
unit. About a dozen Firefighters completed a 1 35 hour Level I Training Course and are now
State certified. We completely painted the fire station and held our First AnnualOpen House.
At the same time, the station was dedicated to Chief Howard Sanborn for his 50 years of dedi-
cation to the Town of Bethlehem. A beautiful stone in memory of him was also unveiled at the
same time.
Another very important upgrade took place at no expense to the taxpayers this year. That
being the purchase of a 1955 American LaFrance 85' ladder truck. You may think that a 1955 is
old but this truck is in exceptional condition and perfect for our needs. The money used to
purchase this truck was raised through donations in about two weeks. To make it even better,
we had a company from the Midwest come in and test this unit. After spending a whole day of
testing, our "new" ladder was certified for service. The guy stood back and said "boys I can not
find anything major wrong with it, you got the buy of the decade." A new ladder truck is about
$500,000.00. We paid $7,000.00 and traded our 1937 Seagraves.
If I sound very proud of our Fire Department, you are right. I am proud of every man and
woman on our Department. They are a very proud and dedicated group and all their efforts are
aimed at protecting your life and property. We had a problem recently, but the challenge was
met and dealt with in a professional manner.
All of us on the Department thank everyone for the tremendous support you have given us





The pool ran quite smoothly with only several small problems to deal with. The following
were improvements made during the 1997 season:
1
.
Replaced the Chlorinator system with top of the line tablet system that only had to be
filled every 10 days instead of daily. We spent less this year on chlorine supplies and
this also included cost for the new equipment.
2. We had a handicap ramp installed into the pool area.
3. Put new doors on the comfort station and bath house.
4. Replaced all the damaged and scratched plexiglass with window panes. We can
actually open a window now and see outside!
5. Upgraded the bathroom in the comfort station for handicap accessibility.
6. Finished putting in safety flooring in the bath house areas.
7. Repaired 3 of the 12 inlet returns.
Now for the news. We have also found where we have a major leak! In order to correct the
problem, the cement deck by the bath house will need to be dug up, pipes replaced and cement
work completed to redo the deck area. I spoke to a gentleman who does pools in the area. He
suggested, that instead of digging up the return circulator pipes, we should replace the pipes by
putting them around the edge of the pool above the cement. That way, we can see which one is
broken, without digging up one at a time to find the leak. If we take care of this problem, the






BETHLEHEM COUNTRY CLUB REPORT
Bouncing back from the rain-soaked summer of '96, Bethlehem Country Club enjoyed
one of the finest seasons in its storied history last year. Superintendent Steve Warner and crew
had the course in outstanding playing condition, the Bethlehem Country Club Restaurant kept
golfers' appetites at bay, and the Pro Shop provided an interesting variety of tournaments and
activities throughout the season.
The Club continued its tradition of being a leader in Junior Golf opportunities. The 300
Club sponsored Junior Golf Program attracted over 140 area youths in an introductory level
weekly instructional series. Bethlehem PGA Professional, Wayne Natti, headed golf
professionals: Jon Wood (Mt. Washington Resort); Dr. Richard Thomas (Sunset Hill House);
Ed Bradley (Wentworth Resort) and a group of dedicated volunteers led by long time Junior
Golf supporter Bernie Kohn of Bethlehem. New in 1997, was the formation of the Back Six
Club. Youngsters in that transition stage between raw beginner and competition experienced,
benefited from getting playing time on Bethlehem Country Club's "Back 6," holes 13-18.
Bethlehem Country Club is also the base of operations for the NHPGA Junior Tour North - a
highly competitive teenage tournament series founded and directed by Bethlehem Country Club's
Professional Natti in 1994. The Junior Tour supplies a competitive vehicle for North Country
youth and holds tournaments at such fine area courses as Maplewood, North Conway CC,
Waumbek, Lisbon Village, Wentworth Resort, Eagle Mt., Androscoggin, Bethlehem CC and
concludes with the Tournament of Champions at Laconia CC, in conjunction with the N.H.G.A.
Pro-Junior Clinic and tournament which attracts over twenty of the State's top professionals
with Junior Golfers from their home clubs.
1998 is the 100th Anniversary of golf at Bethlehem Country Club. To celebrate the Centennial
year, a Bethlehem Country Club history book authored by noted historian Bob Labbance will be
available for purchase at the Pro Shop and a room will be set aside as a museum within the
clubhouse. The non-golfing public is welcome anytime to visit the Club and share in our
Centennial Celebration. Other events, still in the planning stages, will be announced as the golf
season gets underway.
Bethlehem Country Club also plans to apply for a grant from the United States Golf
Association for help in constructing a practice range and golf learning center that will enhance
current youth programs and offer opportunities for physically challenged golfers, as well. Final
site selection and the permitting process is ongoing and we hope 1998 will be a productive year
for this ambitious project.
Bethlehem Country Club is proud of its position as an entirely self-supporting entity (no
taxpayer funding) that offers affordable recreation for local residents, as well as, providing an






BETHLEHEM REVOLVING LOAN FUND
The Bethlehem Revolving Loan Fund was established in 1986. It was a result of a grant
application for community development block grants from the Federal Government. The North
Country Council (NCC) administered the grant application, and once funds were received, the
NCC was awarded the function of general administration of the grant proceeds.
The Bethlehem Revolving Loan Fund has as its purpose; creating or expanding employment
opportunities, as well as, stabilizing employment in existing businesses in the Town of Bethlehem.
The BRLF assists qualified businesses to relocate or expand in Bethlehem by providing low
interest loans. Loans may be used to finance capital expenses, inventory, working capital or
marketing. Loans must be matched with other funds on a basis of one-to-one when the loan is
under $30,000.00, and two-to-one for amounts in excess of $30,000.00.
The Fund has financed more than 30 business applications. These applications, submitted
by prospective borrowers, are processed through the NCC, reviewed by the BRLF committee,
passed with a recommendation to the Select Board, Town of Bethlehem, for execution.
Individuals wishing to consider the Bethlehem Revolving Loan Fund should contact the NCC
for further information.
As of December 31, 1997, the balance due on the nine (9) loans outstanding amounted to
$137,115.04. The Bethlehem Revolving Loan Fund approved onetime grants in the amount of
$20,652.00 to 13 business owners, who agreed to match these grants with some $40,000.00 of
their own money to improve the facades of their Main Street properties in the Village District.
Total funds available to loan, as of December 31, 1997 are: $26,435.12.




The Bethlehem Conservation Commission meets monthly, usually on the fourth Thursday
of the month in the basement of the Town Hall. The Commission reviews wetlands permits and
discusses matters relating to the Town's natural resources. The Bethlehem Conservation
Commission is a member of the NH Association of Conservation Commissions.
Commission members, although not professionals, are able to offer advice to residents on
the Wetlands Board's permitting process. Contact a member if you want help.
This past year, two Bethlehem Elementary students, Matt Mike and Dennis Mitchell,
attended the Barry 4-K Conservation Camp on camperships. Their names were drawn from a
hat.
The first State approved segment of the NH Heritage Trail lies in Bethlehem. From the
Skookumchuck Trail to Bretfelder Park, with one break, the brown signs and yellow blazers
mark the trail. It is, in part, maintained by the Bethlehem Conservation Commission.
The Commission hauled the recycling trailer to the Littleton Transfer Station for the initial
five year agreement. The trailer is now back at our Municipal facility and NCES will take over
the responsibility for hauling it to Littleton when it is full. The Commission urges residents to
make use of all recycling possibilities in Bethlehem, as more alternatives become available to
us.
The Commission has a separate checking account into which is deposited the entire approved
budget amount each year. Money not spent accumulates.
Expenditures this year were:








Most exciting this year, is to ask the Town to vote for the creation of a Town Forest behind
the closed Prospect Street landfill. We will need help from the Scouts and many in Town to
create a multi-use trail system from Prospect Street to Evergreen Lane (formerly Reid Road) off
Maple Street. Commissioners urge Town residents to become active in recycling, trail work
and Town Forest planning.
The Commission said thank you and good-bye to Nicole Calton and Amy Mitchell, as they
left for college after serving as Commissioners while students at Profile. We would welcome











John Stevenson Migel Manley
Eleanor Stephenson Tanya Tellman
Ann Gruczka
Kimberley Mackay-Pearson
Priscilla Didio - Alternate
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The big event for the Chamber during 1997 was the Bethlehem Christmas, which was
again held the first weekend in December. This year, the weekend was kicked off with "An
Evening By The Fire" on Friday, December 5, at the Maplewood Casino, with a buffet by Chef
Victor Hofmann of the Wayside Inn and music by Daybreak. It was sold out. The Homes and
Inns Tour on the 6th and 7th was a great success. The Annual Children's Workshop was directed
by Steve and Rhonda Huggins in the Methodist Church. Sig Dickowski again appeared in his
role as Santa. Lisa Robar, and her Profile Singers, strolled around the Town, stopping at homes
and inns, dressed in 19th Century costumes.
The Annual Gingerbread House Contest was held and the entries were displayed at the
Wayside Inn. Wendy Fearon put on a workshop on decorating gingerbread houses at the
Methodist Church in November.
The Chamber's advertising newsletter was edited again this year by Steve Huggins and
distributed all over the New England area.
Ann Gruczka supervised the Information Booth with Melodie Burns, in charge of scheduling
the staff. Visitors stopped in from all over the United States and Canada, as well as several
foreign countries, including; England, France, Germany and Israel. Inquiries logged were:
Directions to Other Areas 120




In December, the following new Officers were elected:
President Jim Donovan
Vice President Bob Watts
Recording Secretary Jetta Connolly








BETHLEHEM LITTLE LEAGUE COMMISSION REPORT
1997 continued with the spirit of volunteerism in the Bambino Baseball and Softball
Programs. All officials, umpires and coaches donated their time to insure that all the kids
between the ages of 5 and 12 could play without a fee being charged. The Town generously, as
always, appropriated operating expenses and private donations from Bernard Ristuccia and
Pine Tree Power allowed us to upgrade the protective equipment needed to run a safe league
program.
At our meeting, Nancy Gigliello reviewed first aid and safety with the coaches and umpires
and Rick Simmons presented a class in stretching and fitness. Coaches for this past year included
Frank Hagan and Roger Collins, Wally Hodge and Tom Cuddihy, Bob St. John and Warren
Miller, Ron Ramback and Harry Newell, Donna Delfarno, Margaret Considine and Mel LaBelle,
Laura Trask, Carol Cunningham, Linda Ward, Ed Mosher, Pete Rivers, Kathy Shuster, Mike
Baer and Laurie Thompson. Our Umpires included Chief John Stevenson, Mel LaBelle, Guy
Haynes, Mary Pat and Rick Simmons, Paul Greenlaw, Gene Girdwood, Gerald Marquis, Harry
Newell and Paul Lister.
Highlights of the year included two cute T-Ball teams both wishing to be called the Tigers,
an undefeated season for the Red Ladies Softball Team, Bethlehem hosting the Boys 11-12
year old District Playoffs, superb regional play by both girls' and boys' teams who made it to
the finals and new pin-striped uniforms for all three boys' teams. Most gratifying, was the
professional drainage work done on both fields that insured that after it rained, the kids could
still play ball. Ron Ramback and Harry Newell donated time, energy and equipment to help
defray the cost of this project.
The picnic at the end of the season was the best attended to date. Jim Aldrich and the crew
at the Bethlehem Village Store, Ernie, Jerry and Warren from BES and the sensational Blue
Grass Group, Gopher Broke contributed their time, talents and energies to make this a great
success. Mike Miscio, Bob Geer and Skip Marie were our culinary artists.
In 1998, we anticipate a refreshment stand, new look softball uniforms for the Blue Bombers
and Red Ladies and possibly hosting the 13 year old Girl's State Tournament. Our bids are in
and our fingers are crossed. I am delighted to announce that Bethlehem will host the 1998 State
Babe Ruth/Bambino for 11 and 12 year old boys in late July. Our beautiful ball fields received
extremely favorable reviews during the District Tournament last year, and we were frequently
reminded of how lucky we were to live in this Town. Truer words were never spoken. Just ask
the 20 coaches, 10 umpires, 187 kids and their parents. Your continuing support of a Little





NEW HAMPSHIRE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
DISTRICT ONE REPORT
It is a pleasure to report to the people of District One, which consists of 98 towns and four
cities here in northern New Hampshire. The Council acts much like a board of directors at the
very top of your Executive Branch of your New Hampshire State Government. We confirm
gubernatorial nominations to many regulatory, advisory and governing boards and commissions
within the Executive Branch of your government. We also confirm gubernatorial nominations
to the entire Judicial Branch of the New Hampshire State Government, approve contracts to
outside agencies, businesses, municipalities and individuals and a host of other duties.
A good list of phone numbers for citizens to gain information throughout this District to
have on hand would be the following:
Aids Hot Line 1 -800-752-AIDS
Children, Youth & Families 1 -800-852-3345
Consumer Complaints, Utilities 1-800-852-3793
Consumer Complaints, Insurance 1-800-852-3416
Disabilities Assistance 1-800-852-3345
Elderly & Adult Assistance 1 -800-442-5640




Job Training Information 1-800-772-7001
NH State Library 1 -800-499- 1 232
NH State Police 1-800-525-5555
NH Tech. Community Colleges 1-800-247-3420
NH Help Line (24 hour) 1-800-852-3388
NH Operation Game Thief 1-800-344-4262
NH Veterans Council 1-800-622-9230
NH Corrections Dept. 1-800-479-0688
NH Dept. of Labor 1-800-272-4353
NH Housing Authority '
'
1 -800-439-7247
NH Higher Educational Ass't' 1-800-525-2577
Headrest Teen Line 1 -800-826-3700
NH Independent Living Found. 1-800-826-3700
NH Charitable Foundation 1-800-464-6641
It is a pleasure to serve you as one of your public servants. My office is at your service.
Respectfully submitted,
Raymond S. Burton,






This has been another busy year at the Council. As we began our second year of operations
from the Cottage at the Rocks, we reaffirmed the Council's commitment to serve community
and regional needs.
The Transportation Committee had a busy agenda dealing with numerous local and regional
projects. Highlights include: participation in a three-state discussion focused on Route 2, planning
and funding several major bridge projects, planning and coordinating trail systems, as well as,
addressing regional rail issues. The Portland Natural Gas Pipeline occupied a lot of time as we
worked with the Attorney General's Office and the communities along the proposed right-of-
way dealing with location and mitigation issues. Work continued on the Route 16 Corridor
Protection Project. Our two working groups from the 14 towns, along the highway, started to
look at some of the potential actions that can be taken along the corridor and will be working
towards guidelines and recommendations over the coming year. Major products of the Route
16 effort this past year were a tourism-scenic evaluation element and a design guidebook, both
of which will be very useful to local planning boards. Transportation funding activities were a
priority with the Council's Transportation Committee and By Way Council. During the year
both committees solicited projects to be funded by the Transportation Enhancement Program
and the Scenic By Way Program. Recommendations for funded projects were made to the state
and federal agencies, results of those efforts will be known this spring.
The year saw the approval of our fifth E.D.A. public works grant since 1991. The latest
grant approved was to the Town of Colebrook. The Colebrook Grant brings N.C.C.'s twenty-
five year record of E.D.A. funding in the North Country to $33 million. Work continues on the
Haverhill and Lancaster E.D.A. projects and is complete in North Conway and Littleton. The
Council's new Economic Development Committee was formed and began meeting. Planning
for the new North Country Regional Overall Economic Development Program began. New
projects for E.D.A. funding are now being solicited for inclusion in the O.E.D.P.
The N.C.C. Business Resource Center opened and has been in use by area entrepreneurs
for the last six months.
The Council continued its work representing the interests of the communities on the
Connecticut River and the region, as a whole, in the Fifteen Mile Falls Hydro Re-Licensing
Project. The Council was a key player in the negotiations and was able to represent community
interest in the operating agreement, insuring that the present access/use continues and that
reservoir levels and flow regime remain intact. This means that recreation activities and local
tax revenue potential will be equivalent to present conditions. We will continue to stay on top
of this critical issue during the coming years.
This last year, the North Country Council Scenic and Cultural By Way Council adopted a
Plan for the Regional By Way and developed a marketing publication which will be printed
during the spring of 1998. In addition, the Council submitted a proposal to the Federal Highway
Administration to have National Scenic By Way designation on the Kancamagus Highway
expanded to include portions of Routes 302, 3 and 193 creating a continuous loop through the
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White Mountains. Work also continued on the Connecticut River Scenic By Way in cooperation
with Vermont and Massachusetts.
The Community Design Program at the Council provided design assistance to Jackson,
Haverhill, Whitefield, Bethlehem, Colebrook, Lancaster and Littleton. G.I.S. mapping continued
for the entire North Country and individual projects were done for Lisbon, Littleton and
Colebrook. The Council also hosted the Northeast Your Town Training Program. This unique
program brought 30 local civic leaders and new planning professionals together with a national
level community design faculty for a three day intensive community design program. Support
of public involvement in community decision-making was provided to several towns through
survey projects and local forums around the region.
Solid waste planning services continued at the Council with every town in the region getting
support from the Council's Solid Waste Staff. On a regional level, the Household Hazardous
Waste Program is entering its eleventh year. A regional glass-crushing program began, with the
Town of Lancaster in the lead. Support was provided to the region's schools on recycling
everything from paper to plastic and glass.
Local technical assistance has always been a mainstay of Council activity, this last year
was no different. The Council's grant-writing, planning and engineering staff worked with
many of the regions 279 boards and councils on so many locally significant projects that they
would be too numerous to mention. Libraries, industrial parks, ordinances, plans, site plan
review, water and sewer feasibility, drainage projects, transfer stations' master plans, land
development capability assessment, water access, road improvement and handicapped access
were just a few of the results.
As the year came to a close, the Council forged a relationship with a sister region in the
Czech Republic. As a result of this effort, we hope to have local officials, non-profits and
businesses from the North Country working with peers in Europe developing mutually beneficial
projects and establishing a connection for the North Country into the European Union. In
November, a regional official from the Slovak Republic came to the office for a day and a
similar dialogue is starting.
The end of the year also witnessed the kickoff of a telecommunications initiative at the
Council with support from Bell Atlantic, C.D.F.A. and other partners. This important activity is
the result of 4 years of study and some intensive work during the last six months.
The Council is here to serve you. It is your organization. Our staff and Board are committed to
responding to community needs. If there is a project or a need in your town, please call us. We
are dedicated to both supporting our individual towns and promoting regional unity in the North
Country. As a region, the North Country contains one-third of the landmass of New Hampshire





GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL
Annual Report 1997
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. works through its local programs to enhance
the health and well being of our older citizens and to assist them to remain independent in their
own homes and communities for as long as possible. Through eight locations throughout the
County, including Plymouth, Bristol, Canaan, Lebanon, Orford, Haverhill, Littleton and Lincoln,
older adults and their families are able to obtain services such as home delivered meals, senior
dining room programs, transportation, social work services, information and referral, health
and educational programs, adult day care, recreation and opportunities to be of service to the
community through volunteering.
During 1997, 117 older residents of Bethlehem were able to make use of one or more of
GCSCC's services, offered through the Littleton Area Senior Center. These individuals enjoyed
1,829 balanced meals in the company of friends in a senior dining room, received 3,419 hot,
nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring volunteers, were transported to health care
providers or other community resources on 1,352 occasions by our lift-equipped buses, were
helped through 87 visits by a trained social worker and found opportunities to put their talents
and skills to work for a better community through volunteer service. The cost to provide these
services for Bethlehem residents in 1997 was $36,301.97.
Community based services provided by GCSCC and its many volunteers for older residents
of Bethlehem were often important to their efforts to remain in their own homes and out of
institutional care despite chronic health problems and increasing physical frailty, saving tax
dollars and contributing to the quality of life of our older friends and neighbors.
GCSCC very much appreciates the support of the Bethlehem community for services which
enhance the independence and dignity of our older citizens and assists them to meet the challenges




WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH AND
DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Town of Bethlehem - Highlights of 1997
During the past year, White Mountain Mental Health and Developmental Services has
invested a great deal of effort in augmenting services to children and the elderly; segments of
our community which have historically been less than adequately served by the mental health
system.
We are proud of the extensive outreach program we are now able to offer to children
diagnosed with a severe emotional disturbance, who are referred to our agency. Through our
children's case manager and one of twelve children's outreach workers on our staff, severely
emotionally disturbed children and their families receive in-home supports, assistance succeeding
in school and help with practical challenges which effect the stability of family life. These
services are offered in conjunction with services provided by our team of psychiatrists, licensed
clinical psychologists, licensed marriage and family counselors, licensed clinical social workers
and outreach specialists. These professionals work together and with other community caregivers
to provide services which are not only appropriate for the child, but also "user friendly" for the
family.
Elderly services have been similarly strengthened. Our elderly services coordinator works
with our staff and with other community agencies to provide services to elders who may he
unable or unwilling to come in to the office for traditional mental health treatment. The
Gatekeepers Program, sponsored by White Mountain Mental Health, makes it easy for concerned
persons in the community to contact a professional regarding concerns about an elder. Most
recently, we have obtained the services of a licensed psychiatric nurse practitioner, who will be
making "house calls" with our elderly services coordinator to isolated elders who may be in
need of both physical and psychiatric care. In addition to these community based programs, we
continue to offer psychiatric consultation services to three area nursing homes. As our community
ages, the need for these services increases. We are working hard to respond to the challenge
this presents.
Service Statistics: During 1997, 65 Bethlehem residents received 3.227 hours of service .
These residents were either uninsured or under-insured, and were not able to pay the full cost of
services. Our services include: ,
- individual, group and family therapy
- outreach services to severely emotionally disturbed children and their families
- in-home support and treatment to elders
- substance abuse counseling
- experiential, activity based program for adjudicated adolescent boys
- psychiatric assessment and medication
- psychological assessments
- housing, vocational, and case management services to persons with severe mental illness
- 24 hour emergency service





NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AGENCY
Report of 1997 Services
North Country Home Health Agency, founded in 1 97 1 , is a nonprofit health care organization
dedicated to providing quality Home Health Care, Supportive Services, hospice Care and
Community Education.
Home Health Care is one of the fastest growing segments of care in the health care field.
This rapidly expanding type of care is the result of a demand for cost-efficient and highly
effective health care services. With shorter hospital stays and new technology, home health
care has gained a new prominence as a solution for delivering health care services.
Supportive Services are provided by home health aides, homemakers and companions.
They insure that the elderly, ill and disabled live in healthy households, have clean clothes,
nutritious meals and proper assistance with their daily activities. Home health care is dedicated
to supporting individuals alongside their families and physicians ... at home.
Hospice Care makes it possible for those living with terminal illness to spend the final
stages of their lives at home or in homelike settings. Hospice is a comprehensive, team directed,
client and family-oriented program of care that supports individuals and families coping with
terminal illnesses.
Community Education - an essential element of home health care's success is the emphasis
on patient/family education and participation. This approach is used with all of our clients and
duplicated in the wider community through educational programs and health screenings.
As a not-for-profit agency, North Country Home Health Agency raises money from
individuals and towns to provide reduced fee and free care. With tightened parameters for
health insurance coverage, particularly Medicare for the elderly, many people have limited
health care benefits. We greatly appreciate your Town's support of our work and your efforts to
provide quality health care to your community. At North Country Home Health Agency no one
is denied access to essential services. To be eligible, patients only must meet the eligibility
criteria for home care.
The following home services were provided to individuals and families in Bethlehem during
1997.
MOUNT WASHINGTON REGIONAL AIRPORT
1997 Annual Report
The Mount Washington Regional Airport has seen many changes in 1997. First, the
Commission was strengthened by appointing people to fill the vacant positions. The new
Commissioners represent various communities in the area, as well as, bringing many different
interests and backgrounds to the Commission. Member of the Commission are:
Joel Bedor - Littleton Mike LaLumier - Whitefield Don Mooney - Dalton
Roland Bronson - Whitefield Robert Lee - Whitefield Greg Westcott - Lancaster
Sam Chase - Whitefield David McLure - Littleton Reg Willey - Whitefield
The Commission has directed its efforts in the following areas:
Airport Facilities - The fueling system is being upgraded with the installation of a new
system which will allow pilots to fuel their planes without having anyone from the airport
present. The old tanks have been removed. The airport beacon has been repaired, the runway
cracks have been sealed and "danger" trees have been removed from the landing safety area.
The Commission has worked with the Town Highway Department to rectify problems with
snow plowing.
Marketing/Promotion - A pamphlet has been prepared highlighting the White Mountains
and activities available to visitors. Local hotels and tourist attractions have advertisements in
the pamphlet which will be mailed to 30,000 private pilots living in the area from New England
to Virginia. Advertisements for the airport have been placed in pilots' magazines. The airport
was the site of a "fly-in" held in conjunction with the Great Gatsby weekend at the Mount
Washington Hotel. There was also a pancake breakfast held with the Whitefield Lions Club.
Intermunicipal Agreement - Efforts are underway to get other towns in the area to become
involved in the operation of the airport. Interested towns will have a Warrant Article authorizing
the town to become involved in the operation of the airport, and a second to authorize the
financial support. It is hoped that the airport will be a regional facility after this spring's town
meetings.
Civil Air Patrol - The Mount Washington Regional Airport Composite Civil Air Patrol
Squadron has been established at the airport to allow adults and young people to become involved
in the various aspects of flying.
The Mount Washington Regional Airport is a valuable asset for the North Country and we






HOSPICE OF THE LITTLETON AREA
1997 Annual Report
Hospice of the Littleton Area has completed its eighth year of providing volunteer services
to residents of area communities. Our service area included the towns of Littleton, Bethlehem,
Twin Mountain, Franconia, Sugar Hill, Easton, Lisbon, Lyman, Landaff, Monroe, Bath and
Woodsville/Haverhill.
Our Director and volunteers provided supportive care at home, in hospitals, and in nursing
homes to 58 individuals and families coping with the advanced and final stages of illness.
Our organization was very pleased this year to again offer support to two (2) new area programs.
We continued to provide volunteer services to the North Country Home Health Agency's
Medicare Hospice Program and we again offered supportive care to patients and families in the
Hospice Room of Littleton Regional Hospital.
Our Hospice Program also conducted three support groups which were free of charge and
open to the public. The Cancer Support Group, Breast Cancer Support Group and Bereavement
Support Group offered a supportive and caring place to share feelings and experiences guided
by a trained counselor. Thirty-five (35) individuals attended these support groups in 1997.
Volunteers gave over 1538 hours in the provision of services.
Our Hospice conducts a yearly nine (9) week long, eighteen (18) hour Hospice Volunteer
Training Program for individuals interested in becoming volunteers or in increasing their
knowledge about Hospice care. We now have over 120 trained volunteers available to support
area residents.
There is NO CHARGE to patients or families for the services of Hospice of the Littleton
Area. This service is made possible largely through the generous support provided by the
twelve (12) towns that we serve. Without the support of Town Funding, we would be unable to
continue to provide services to the many patients and families we serve.
Your support of Hospice of the Littleton Area is greatly appreciated as we enter our ninth










Term Expires 1998 Bruce S. Brown
Term Expires 1999 Richard E. Robie, Sr.
Term Expires 2000 Walter F. Blandin
MODERATOR Alistair D. MacBain
PRECINCT CLERK Cheryl I. Sargent
TEASURER Carole Hard
Administrative Assistant - Board of Commissioners Karleen J. Sanborn
BETHLEHEM VILLAGE DISTRICT
RESULTS OF THE 1997 WARRANT
The annual meeting of the Bethlehem Village District was called to order at 8:00 p.m. on Friday,
March 21, 1997 at the Bethlehem Elementary School by Moderator Al MacBain. Present were
Commissioners Bruce Brown, Richard Robie Sr., and Walter Blandin.
ARTICLE 1. Karleen Sanborn moved to nominate Alistair MacBain as Moderator for the
ensuing year. The motion was seconded by Gus Sanborn. The motion carried unanimously and
the Clerk was instructed to cast one ballot for Alistair MacBain as Moderator. This was done.
ARTICLE 2. Bruce Brown moved to nominate Cheryl Sargent as Clerk for the ensuing year.
The motion was seconded by Walter Blandin. The motion carried unanimously and the
Moderator was instructed to cast one ballot for Cheryl Sargent for District Clerk. This was
done.
ARTICLE 3. Karleen Sanborn moved to nominate Walter Blandin as District Commissioner
for a three year term. The motion was seconded by Gus Sanborn and carried unanimously. The
Clerk was instructed to cast one ballot for Walter Blandin as District Commissioner for the next
three years. This was done.
ARTICLE 4. Bruce Brown moved to elect Karleen Sanborn as Treasurer protem until someone
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can be found to take over the position. The motion was seconded by Walter Blandin and carried
unanimously. The Clerk was instructed to cast one ballot for Karleen Sanborn as District Treasurer
protem with the understanding that someone will be found to take over the position later. This
was done.
ARTICLE 5. Bruce Brown made the motion to accept reports of Officers and take any action
relating thereto as printed in the Annual Report. The motion was seconded by Gus Sanborn and
carried unanimously.
ARTICLE 6. Bruce Brown moved to see if the District would vote to raise and appropriate
such sums of money as may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified in the budget as
posted. The sum of six hundred thirteen thousand seven hundred six dollars and fifty eight
cents ($613,706.58) the budget exclusive of Warrant Articles. The motion was seconded by
Karleen Sanborn. Richard Robie, Sr. moved to amend the budget by deducting $1,879.50 from
the Fire Department Public Safety category. Richard states that the Bethlehem Village District
pays half of the Fire Department budget and the out-of-district hydrants are included in this.
Bruce Brown seconded this motion and it carried. Bruce Brown moved to remove $40,000.00
from the year end balance to put toward taxes in the General Fund. The motion was seconded
by Richard Robie and carried unanimously. Norman Brown asked for clarification of this. The
Commissioners stated that this is to defray taxes. David Wood asked if there is any allowance
in the budget to allow for the reading of the meters this year. Bruce Brown stated that he
thought there was sufficient money in the budget and the Commissioners will have to wait and
see what the District voters want to do about the water meters. The Moderator stated that the
voters are now voting on an amended budget of $611,827.08. The motion carried unanimously.
ARTICLE 7. Karleen Sanborn moved to see if the District would vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5000.00) to add to the Expendable Trust Fund created at the
1996 Annual Meeting under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 19a, known as the Wastewater Treatment
Maintenance Fund, for the purpose of repairing and maintaining treatment plant equipment,
and to appoint the Commissioners as Agents to expend from this Fund. The Commissioners are
in approval of this Article. Richard Robie, Sr. seconded the motion. Norman Brown asked
what the balance was in this account and was told that there is presently $5, 000.00 plus some
interest in the account. Richard Robie explained that it is important to have this Fund on hand
in case their are major repairs that have to be done at the plant, there being much equipment that
could go down unexpectedly. The motion was carried unanimously with no other discussion.
ARTICLE 8. Bruce Brown moved to see if the District would vote to create an Expendable
Trust Fund under the provision of RSA 31:19a, to be known as the Water Treatment Plant
Maintenance Fund, for the purpose of repairing and maintaining treatment plant equipment and
to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) toward this purpose, and
to appoint the Commissioners as Agents to expend from this Fund. The Commissioners approve
of this Article. Richard Robie, Sr. seconded the motion. Bruce Brown explained that this is
basically the same as the foregoing Article but that this one is for the Water Treatment Plant.
The motion carried unanimously.
ARTICLE 9. Karleen Sanborn moved to see if the voters of the Bethlehem Village District
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want to continue the historical requirement of the Board of Commissioners to appoint the Chief
and Assistant Chief of the Bethlehem Fire Department. (Ayes vote would allow the continuance
of this tradition.) The Commissioners recommended this action. The motion was seconded by
Richard Robie, Sr. Phil Davis asked if this Article affects the budget and was told that it does
not. Ruth Miller asked, if this results in a yes vote, how it would affect the vote taken at the
Town Meeting. Al MacBain responded that a yes vote would be in opposition to the vote taken
at the Town Meeting. Richard Robie stated that now the District voters are paying 3/4 of the
Fire Department budget and that he would like to see the people get what they want. Mr. Lucas
asked if this would affect the tax rate, and Bruce Brown responded that it would not, unless the
District voters feel that they should not be paying 3/4 of the Fire Department budget. If this
happened a plan would have to be ready ahead of time. Sarah Mike stated that the RSA's give
several methods that could be used to select the Fire Chief and Assistant. Al MacBain read
RSA 154;1. John Miller stated that the Town's budget for the Fire Department is $21,000.00,
while the District's portion is $69,000. Phil Davis stated that he would like to see the Town and
District share the cost equally. Sandra Moodie asked, if the District gives up this right does it
change the monetary amount, and was told that it does not. David Wood asked for clarification
of the financial aspects of doing this. Bruce Brown stated that there is no financial implication
in this act. Richard Robie, Sr. stated that the current method has worked well in choosing the
Fire Chief and that he feels that a good choice was made. Fred Blanchard asked if the Firemen
can choose their own Chief and was told that in essence this is what has happened. The
Commissioners approved the recommendation that had been made to them by the Fire
Department. Butch Lucas stated that he is comfortable with the method that the Commissioners
used in selecting the Fire Chief, but wished that the cost was more equitable between the Town
and the District. As there was no more discussion, Al MacBain stated that there had been a
petition presented by 10 Legal District voters to have this voted on by secret yes/no ballot. The
Moderator opened the polls for voting. The resulting vote was: YES votes - 30; and NO votes
- 14. The Article passed.
ARTICLE 10. Walter Blandin moved to transact any other business that would legally come
before this meeting. The motion was moved by Richard Robie, Sr. John Miller requested that
the Commissioners hold a meeting regarding the reading of the water meters during the summer
when the summer people have returned to get an idea of what the people want to do. David
Wood moved that the Commissioners read the meters twice a year, this year to establish some
analysis data which can be studied. Bud Miller seconded the motion. This motion carried
unanimously. Carole Bushway expressed concern for the safety of the Water Department Staff
when they are isolated out at the intakes. Richard Robie stated that there has been money put
into the budget to allow for the purchase of cellular phones for just this purpose. Judy Gagne
asked for permission to speak and Al MacBain asked the voters if this would be allowed. The
voters granted Judy permission to speak. Judy asked if the meters could be used in the winter
so that we can see how water is being used. Lon Weston stated that he feels that the people have
to be educated to use water conservatively to help reduce the operating costs. He said that
people should have some idea of actually how much water they are using. Bud Miller asked if
the Commissioners have any plans to extend the line on Cemetery Street. Bruce Brown stated
that the Commissioners will look into this, this year. Norm Brown asked if it would be possible
to get a discount on the sewer bill if paid by a certain date. Bud Miller stated that he recalled
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something in the Federal Regulations that prohibit the Commissioners from doing this.
Fred Blanchard moved that the Firemen have the option of choosing their Chief and that this
recommendation be voted on by the Commissioners and that this should be annually. The
motion was seconded by Gus Sanborn and carried unanimously.





Proposed Annual Meeting Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Bethlehem Village District, in the Town of Bethlehem, County of
Grafton, and the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bethlehem Elementary School in said Bethlehem on
Friday, the twentieth day of March, in the year Nineteen Hundred Ninety Eight, next at 8:00
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To choose a Commissioner for a term of three years.
ARTICLE 4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5. To hear reports of Officers and take any action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate such sums of money as
may be necessary to satisfy the purposes specified in the budget posted. The sum of five hun-
dred eighty-six thousand five hundred seventeen dollars and thirty-nine cents ($586,517.39) the
budget exclusive of Warrant Articles.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to appropriate and fund the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000.00) to purchase a new Pick-up Truck and authorize the withdrawal of
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose.
The Commissioners recommend this Appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00) to add to the Expendable Trust Fund created at the 1996 Annual Meeting
under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a, known as the Wastewater Treatment Maintenance Fund,
for the purpose of repairing and maintaining treatment plant equipment and to appoint the
Commissioners as Agents to expend from this Fund. The Commissioners recommend this
Appropriation.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00) to add to the Expendable Trust Fund created at the 1997 Annual Meeting
under the provision of RSA 31, 19-a, known as the Water Treatment Plant Maintenance Fund,
for the purpose of repairing and maintaining treatment plant equipment and to appoint the
Commissioners as Agents to expend from this Fund. The Commissioners recommend this
Appropriation.
ARTICLE 10. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this day of March, 1998.
Bruce S. Brown, Commissioner
Richard E. Robie, Sr., Commissioner
Walter F. Blandin, Commissioner
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BUDGET OF THE BETHLEHEM VILLAGE DISTRICT




- Wastewater Treatment Plant 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
Expendable Trust Fund
-Water Treatment Plant 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
SUBTOTAL 2 - Recommended 10,000.00
INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES
Capital Reserve Fund - Pick-up —20,000.00
SUBTOTAL 3 - Recommended 20,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDED 616,5 17.39
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Cresdits 519,649.94






















Principal-Long Term Bonds & Notes
Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes
Expendable Trust Fund




Principal-Long Term Bonds & Notes 30,000.00 30,000.00 0.00
Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 21.133.48 21.133.48 0.00
TOTAL PHASE III 51,133.48 51,133.48 0.00
TOTAL ALL FUNDS $621,827.08 $581,081.43 $40,745.65
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
CURRENT REVENUE
Water Supply System Charges $201,813.28
Water Rent Interest 187.18
Water Connect Fees 5,000.00
On/Off Fees 200.00
Water Miscellaneous 692.48
Sewer Users Charges 148,986.36
Sewer Rent Interest 45.00
Sewer Connect Fees 4,000.00
Dump Fees 2,406.50
Sewer Miscellaneous 275.00
Property Taxes 202,536. 1
2
Reimbursement of Overpayment 55.446.12 147,090.00
State of NH Filtration Grant 9,708.00
Deferred Income 16,524.00
Insurance Exchange/Refunds 3,562.02
Close Phase III Account #204-00323 1 ,932.69
State Guaranteed Loan (Phase III Sewer) 45,160.00
Gas Tax Rebate 224.10
Interest on Account #014109 Less Service Charges 4,643.57
Shared Revenue/Block Grant 472.54
Miscellaneous Income
(Personal Telephone Use Reimbursement, etc.) 118.55
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE 593,041.27
BALANCE JANUARY 1 , 1 997 - CHECKING ACCOUNT 222.665.63
TOTAL 815,706.90
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 581.081.43
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1997 $234,625.47
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Dues, Subscriptions, Ads & Notices 514.33





Village District Attorney 646.25






















Fuel Oil & Maintenance (boiler) 1,997.53
Cleaning Supplies 600.00






Herbicide for Lagoons 432.01
Supplies Ammonia Experiment 240.00 66,869.74
Balance 1,830.26
2. SEWER DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
Appropriation 30,000.00
Expenditures
Sewer Rent Collector Salary




Sewer Line Install/Main/Repair 6,879.61




Miscellaneous Expenses (Uniforms, etc.) 431.09





























1. WATER DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
Appropriation 94,000.00
Expenditures
Water Rents Collector Salary 3,08 1 . 1
1
Water Rents Collector BC/BS 8 1 8.45
Water Rents Collector FICA/MEDI 248.55












Miscellaneous Expenses (Uniforms, etc.)



































































PHASE III SEWER (State Guaranteed Loan)













SEWER PROJECT - STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS
* 1985 Series C (State Guaranteed)
Payment
Number












Balance January 1, 1997
Total Receipts
Expenditures:
Fleet - Service Charges
Total Checks















IN THE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM, NH









Jan. 10, 1997 Littleton Lindsey Sullivan Kerr
Jan. 14, 1997 Littleton Natalie Jane Stone
Jan. 18, 1997 Littleton Meadow Brook Wotton
Mar. 1, 1997 Littleton Matthew David Whiton M
Mar. 7, 1997 Littleton Kyle Scott Lyndes M
Mar. 10, 1997 Littleton Ashlea Shaw Greenlaw
Jun. 8, 1997 Littleton Samuel Keil Crosby M
Jun. 26, 1997 Littleton Ian Robert Baker M
Jul. 17, 1997 Littleton Christopher Matthew Seely M.
Jul 17, 1997 Littleton Erica Marylin Seely
Aug. 4, 1997 Littleton Georgianna Simone
Marchesseault
Aug. 7, 1997 Littleton Crystal Ann King
Sep. 3, 1997 Littleton Robert Michael Thompson M



































IN THE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM, NH




IN THE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM, NH
for the Year Ending December 31, 1997
DATE PLACE NAME AGE SEX
FATHER
MOTHER
Jan. 11, 1997 Lancaster Edna Althea Cere
Jan. 13, 1997 Bethlehem Dale R. Davidson
Feb. 11, 1997 Franconia Justin I. Robinson
Feb. 16, 1997 Bethlehem Jeffrey Powell
Apr. 16, 1997 Littleton John Aston Haigh, Jr. 72
Jun. 6, 1997 Bethlehem Janet H. Rubin
Jul. 4, 1997 Lebanon John Paul Spielman
Jul 13, 1997 Littleton Michael F. Letizia
Jul. 22, 1997 Littleton Raymond A. Calistro, Sr. 63
Aug. 10, 1997 Littleton Warren G. Kidney
Aug. 29, 1997 Bethlehem Marian Wessler
Sep. 2, 1997 N. Conway Myrtle Doane
Oct.. 22, 1997 Littleton Philip D. Wilkinson
Nov. 7, 1997 Littleton WilfordW Poling






TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE - 869-2293
Monday 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday NOON - 4:00 p.m.
(July & August) 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
First Saturday of each month 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE & PLANNING & ZONING BOARDS
869-3351 869-2042
Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - NOON
1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Every other Monday 7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Make an appointment to be on the Agenda by 3 p.m. Friday of the previous week
PLANNING BOARD MEETING - 869-2042
Fourth Wednesday of each month Opens at 7:30 p.m.
Work Sessions 1st & 3rd Wednesday
ZONING BOARD MEETING - 869-2042
As needed Opens at 7:30 p.m.
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE - 869-3133
Monday 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
First Saturday of each month 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
LIBRARY - 869-2409
Monday thru Friday 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday & Thursday evenings 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Fourth Thursday of each month Opens at 7:30 p.m.
BETHLEHEM VILLAGE DISTRICT MEETING - 869-3440
First Tuesday of each month Opens at 7:00 p.m.
BETHLEHEM WATER DEPARTMENT - 869-3440
Maintenance - Monday thru Friday 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Office - Tuesday and Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
NORTH COUNTRY ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES - 869-3366
Trudeau Road
Monday & Friday 8:00 a.m. - NOON
Wednesday NOON - 4:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER BUILDING INSPECTOR
Chester Brown - 869-2004 869-2042
ROAD AGENT OVERSEER OF WELFARE
George Tucker - 869-2212 Cheryl Sargent - 869-2042
POLICE DEPARTMENT FIRE DEPARTMENT
869-5811 869-2232

